CHALLENGE THREE IDEAS
get inspired and make something new!

Make a game!

A board game, using easy figures as game pieces (checkers, chess, backgammon)

A “frankenstei” game, where the object is to combine random like objects/words into a new thing. (Think MadLibs or some sort of monster making game)

An art game, where the goal is to start applying available art supplies to a paper or canvas based on a certain set of rules until the picture is finished

Recreate your version of a classic (Basketball, yard bowling, bocce, or billiards, mini golf, ring toss, or claw machine)

A skill game, incorporating catapults or other devices as part of the tools used to get object A to point B (marble maze, skee ball, plinko, or pinball)

Race-around-the-board style game

Adventure game

Game of your favorite movie, show, or story

Card flip game

or anything you can imagine!